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Making Your Market
Farm Work for You

Farming Since I was 22

Deep Springs
College Farm,
1990

RSF by the Numbers
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You are not
entitled to

the business
you want

-Seth Godin

Market Farming
is...

Hamster wheel

production
without
profit is

just work
– Will Oberlin

Golfing picture

You’re either a professional…

Model train

or it's a hobby

nudists on beach?

Or meditation?

or it's a lifestyle
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plants and money

but it isn't a way to make a living

Based on what I’ve heard from people
succumbing to the pressure to scale up, but
not applying appropriate planning or resources.

Oliver with corn cobs

and it can be even worse

You’ve Got
to Get It

Right

growing the vegetables is the easy part Money is energy,
and you need

that energy to
do everything
you need to do

with your
business.
– Nigel Walker
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The Back Story what did successful people have access to?

Pull back curtain or

Peel back paper

Land picture

cheap land

farmers market

easy market

money

sufficient funds

how can you replicate some of that?
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or get by without
it?

Hand with eraser to erase previous picture

Find an HVF iconic picture somehow,
maybe just the truck

Harmony Valley
Farm

easily the biggest truck at the market

truck

specialty crops

celeriac

trucking to
Chicago

Chicago all of this
in 1993, when
NOBODY ELSE
was doing it
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all of this
in 1993, when
NOBODY ELSE
was doing it

Also, dairy cows

Milking cows

Driving Snow
Plow

Snow plow

Podcast picture

New Forest Farm

wholesale
distributor

picture of palletized vegetables

leveraging purchases to sell at retail

nursery stock?
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Off farm job

Produce warehouse

I also want to say that despite hidden advantages

nobody gets there without

Picture of me talking, add word bubble (yellow shirt)

Nobody
gets there
without…

Hard work

hard work

Workign people

sweat equity

books

hard-won knowledge hard knocks
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The Time Is Now
Supply chain for inputs

supply chains for inputs

reefer truck

supply chains for produce

awareness and
recognition

Something that indicates local – I have a “Buy Local”
photo

Key Elements
forgetmenots

forget about the vegetables
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I have JM picture on my phone

pay attention to soil health
control the weeds

From podcast file

control the weeds

Robust plants

monitor fertility and water

Crappy plants

no starving plants!

Hazzard Free farm crew
management

people management
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Happy crew of workers

farms succeed without this

unhappy farmer

but they aren't happy without it!

timeliness is everything

Management

picnic problems

Picnic basket Picnic basket

Problem
In
Chair
Not
In
Computer
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Taking the helm

taking control

Ship in a wave

acting like your decisions matter

Here’s what usually happens

man·age·ment
ˈmanijmənt/
1. The organization and
coordination of activities and
resources to achieve defined
objectives.

man·age·ment
ˈmanijmənt/
1. The organization and
coordination of activities and
resources to achieve defined
objectives.
2. Trickery or Deceit
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Finish line

defined outcome activities

activities activities

activities

Hand weeding

activities
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receipts

activities resources

resources resources

resources

crayons

resources
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money

resources

time

resources

credit

resources

computer

resources

Grain going in wagon

Information: Yields

Clock or watch

Information: Time
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conductor

coordination

coach

coordination

Butterfly hand

coordination

hammer

coordination

transitions

coordinate crew and transitions coordinate response to changes
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Organized tools Best on the front end

up frontorganization

planning prepositioning

Overhead farm picture

whole farm

picture of holistic goal

goal-setting
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Pastured poultry

decisions about enterprises walk-through

Practice
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Let's turn that into a process…

Plan
Monitor
Control

Plan Do

Monitor Control
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When a ship maintains a heading, it's rarely on course - almost always, it's just slightly off, and the
helmsman makes a small correction, then goes off course again and makes another small correction.

But a good helmsman gets the ship to port through the course of these small adjustments.
The only time you need to make a big correction is when you're way off course. But a good

helmsman doesn't let that happen.
That means you've got to pay attention, even when it's not much fun. You monitor if things are
heading in the right direction. Catching budgets, crops, and employees when they've gotten a little

off course is a lot easier than trying to spin that wheel round and round to make a major
correction. Even if the ocean is boring - I've been there, and sometimes there's nothing but horizon

and flat water as far as you can see - you've got to keep your hand on the wheel, and you
have to keep steering the ship.

Control Replan

picture of holistic goal

holistic goal Quality of Life

Quality of Life

What do you want?
Forms of Production
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Forms of Production

What do you need to
create what you want?

Future Resource Base

Future Resource Base

What will you need to
sustain production and quality
of life in the future?

monitoring
makes future
planning easier

Zane on tractor driving

driving
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driving

driving

driving

driving

Bookkeeping – financial reports

financials

Monitor
performance
relative to

plan

Goal - soccer

meeting goals

newsletter

customer
communication
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Flowers in snow – crocus?

effective responses

Flowers in snow

respond to
unexpected
changes

planning loops Crops - Daily

Crops - Daily

Need water in transplant house?

Crops - Daily

Need water in transplant house?

Freshly seeded crops need water?
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Crops - Daily

Need water in transplant house?

Freshly seeded crops need water?

Freshly transplanted crops need water?

Crops - Weekly

Crops - Weekly

Pests?

Crops - Weekly

Pests?

Weeds?

Crops - Weekly

Pests?

Weeds?

Ready to harvest?

Crops - Weekly

Pests?

Weeds?

Ready to harvest?

Seeding and transplanting to do?

Seeding and transplanting performance?
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Crops - Weekly

Pests?

Weeds?

Ready to harvest?

Seeding and transplanting to do?

Crops - Weekly

Pests?

Weeds?

Ready to harvest?

Seeding and transplanting to do?

Seeding and transplanting performance?

Crops - Yearly Crops - Yearly

How did the crops do?

Crops - Yearly

How did the crops do?

How was performance to plan?

Crops - Yearly

How did the crops do?

How was performance to plan?

What went right and wrong?
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Crops - Yearly

How did the crops do?

How was performance to plan?

What went right and wrong?

More, less, earlier, later?

Finances -
Weekly

Bills to pay?

Finances -
Weekly

Bills to pay?

Money in the bank?

Finances -
Weekly

Bills to pay?

Money in the bank?

Credit card balance?

Finances -
Weekly

Finances -
Monthly
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Finances -
Monthly

Outstanding receivables?

Finances -
Monthly

Outstanding receivables?

Outstanding payables?

Finances -
Monthly

Outstanding receivables?

Outstanding payables?

Bank balances?

Finances -
Monthly

Outstanding receivables?

Outstanding payables?

Bank balances?

Credit card balance?

Finances -
Monthly

Outstanding receivables?

Outstanding payables?

Bank balances?

Credit card balance?

Budget Performance?

Finances -
Quarterly
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Finances -
Quarterly

Taxes Due?

Finances -
yearly

Finances -
yearly

Taxes Due

Finances -
yearly

Taxes Due

Balance sheet

Finances -
yearly

Taxes Due

Balance sheet

Income statement

Finances -
yearly

Taxes Due

Balance sheet

Income statement

Cash flow statement
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Finances -
yearly

Taxes Due

Balance sheet

Income statement

Cash flow statement

Progress?

People - Daily

People - Daily
How is the work?

People - Daily
How is the work?

Meeting standards?

People - Daily
How is the work?

Meeting standards?

Hot or cold?

People - Weekly
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People - Weekly
Standards?

People - Weekly
Standards?

Crew fit?

People - Weekly
Standards?

Crew fit?

Extra help?

People - Weekly
Standards?

Crew fit?

Extra help?

Family time?

Yourself - Daily Yourself - Daily
Hydrated?
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Yourself - Daily
Hydrated?

Eating well?

Yourself - Daily
Hydrated?

Eating well?

Attention in the right places?

Yourself -
Weekly

Yourself -
Weekly
Goals?

Yourself -
Weekly
Goals?

What’s coming up?

Yourself -
Weekly
Goals?

What’s coming up?

Enough sleep?
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Yourself -
Weekly
Goals?

What’s coming up?

Enough sleep?

Health?

Yourself -
Weekly
Goals?

What’s coming up?

Enough sleep?

Health?

Allergy season?

Yourself -
Weekly
Goals?

What’s coming up?

Enough sleep?

Health?

Allergy season?

Chiropractor?

Yourself -
yearly

Yourself -
yearly
Am I doing what I want to do?

Yourself -
yearly
Am I doing what I want to do?

Am I heading in the right direction?
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Yourself -
yearly
Am I doing what I want to do?

Am I heading in the right direction?

How do I want to grow?

Roller coaster loops

Bigger loops!

most things were decided…

smiling employees

employee morale

2 airplanes

close calls

Record-keeping
and Organization
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leverages planning by encouraging you to think
when you should be thinking plan

do review
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Harvest sheet

in line
with
workflow

harvest sheet

add value

The effort to
store and
retrieve
should be

proportional Wrenches on wall

1 motion

tool drawer

2 motio

Records on shelf

3 motion
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Alpha files

information

task list

tasks

Gardening tools

tools

boxes

supplies

Scale and
Systems

successful
farmers vary

widely
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Tipi picture

Tipi Produce Rock Spring Farm

JM Fortier

one system is
better than many

BCS and tractor in same photo?

less overhead

Solar system

Systems work as a whole
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Gas engine

you can't take the pistons out of a gas engine
and expect it to work

Don't walk in the middle of the road

drip irrigation

Stuck on rock wall

lots of our challenges are caused by this

we're going to talk more
about scale when we
talk about financials

Philosophy and
Reality
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sacred cows hold back business progress

go back to
your goals

Planning helps
hold on to
values

Planning helps
hold on to
values

Know what’s
important

Testing
questions

Cause and Effect
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Cause and Effect Sustainability

Sustainability Weak Link

Weak Link
Social

Weak Link
Social
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Weak Link
Biological

Weak Link
Biological

Weak Link
Financial

Weak Link
Financial

Energy and
Money
Source and
use

Energy and
Money
Source and
use
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Energy and
Money
Source and
use

Society and
Culture

Society and
Culture

Society and
Culture

Society and
Culture

Marginal
Reaction
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Thank You!


